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INTRODUCTION

The sound generated by the unsteady viscous flow over a circular cylinder is representative of several bluff body flows found in engineering applications (e.g., automobile antena noise, aircraft landing gear noise, etc.). Although extensive experimental studies have been performed on circular cylinder flows (see, e.g., Morkovin1), many questions about the physical processes that occur still exist, particularly at higher Reynolds numbers. Numerically, many computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies have also been performed, but primarily only at low Reynolds numbers with purely laminar flow. The ability to accurately compute cylinder noise across a broad range of Reynolds numbers with numerical methods would enhance the understanding of bluff body noise generation mechanisms.

A complete understanding of circular cylinder flow is particularly elusive because transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs in a distinct succession over an enormous range of Reynolds numbers, and each transition state is sensitive to extremely small disturbances.2 These disturbances, such as free stream turbulence and surface roughness, can significantly alter the range of Reynolds numbers over which each transition state occurs. Especially at Reynolds numbers at and above roughly 100,000, experiments can show widely different behavior due to differences in the experimental flow conditions.

The flow around a circular cylinder is often characterized into three distinct flow regimes: subcritical, supercritical, and transcritical3). Subcritical flow indicates purely laminar boundary layer separation. In this regime, regular vortex shedding at a Strouhal number of about 0.2 is observed over a range of Reynolds numbers from roughly 200 to 100,000. The supercritical regime, from Reynolds numbers of roughly 100,000 to 4 million, is characterized by either a dramatic rise in the Strouhal number or else a loss of organized vortex shedding altogether.4.5 Also, the wake is noticeably narrower and the forces are much smaller in magnitude.6 It is somewhere in this regime that transition to turbulence begins to occur on the body at or near the point of separation. In the transcritical regime, above a Reynolds number of roughly 4 million, periodic vortex shedding re-establishes at a higher Strouhal number of 0.26 - 0.30.3,4,5 The cylinder now experiences fully turbulent boundary layer separation and higher force coefficients than in the supercritical regime.6

Any attempt to numerically model circular cylinder flow is complicated by the fact that the flow above a Reynolds number of around 180 is three-dimensional,3.6 raising doubts about the applicability of two-dimensional simulations. Additionally, transition occurs off-body in the wake or shear layer at Reynolds numbers between roughly 200 and the supercritical regime.2 Without performing very expensive direct numerical simulations (DNS), this behavior is not captured by numerical methods that solve the Navier-Stokes equations on typical grids used for aerodynamic analysis. This deficiency may or may not be important at lower Reynolds numbers, depending on how far behind the cylinder transition occurs and what feature of the flow is of interest. But it certainly has an adverse effect at higher Reynolds numbers for which transition occurs at or near the separation point on the cylinder. For Reynolds numbers at and above the supercritical regime, Reynolds-averaging with the use of a turbulence model is one way to introduce the important effect of turbulence into a numerical simulation. However, without an accurate built-in transition model, it is difficult, if not impossible, to model the important effects of transition, particularly when it occurs on or near the body. It is not surprising, then, that most numerical studies of flow around a circular cylinder have focused primarily
on low Reynolds number flows less than about 1000.

At Reynolds numbers of roughly 200 or less, many researchers have successfully computed the Strouhal number and mean drag over a circular cylinder (see, for example references, 10–14). At higher Reynolds numbers, however, two-dimensional numerical methods cannot predict the lift and drag forces accurately, due to the increasingly prominent three-dimensionality of the real flow field.\textsuperscript{5,9} Nonetheless, it is still important to try to understand and characterize the capabilities and limitations of existing two-dimensional numerical methods at higher Reynolds numbers (where most bluff-body noise sources of interest occur), since these methods may yield a deeper insight into the physics at a relatively low cost.

In this work, an investigation is made into the ability to numerically predict the aerodynamic properties of a circular cylinder across a range of Reynolds numbers from 100 to 5 million. The unsteady viscous flow field is computed by two different Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) flow solvers with a variety of turbulence models, as well as at lower Reynolds numbers using the laminar Navier-Stokes equations. The computations are two-dimensional and time-accurate. The flow-field computations are emphasized because they are the most challenging aspect of the noise prediction problem.

The noise is calculated with an acoustic prediction code that uses the calculated unsteady surface pressures as input. The acoustic code uses an advanced acoustic analogy integral formulation developed by Farassat.\textsuperscript{15} In this paper, results are presented at a single observer location for each of the flow-field computations. The noise predictions are compared with the experiment of Revell.\textsuperscript{16} A companion paper by the authors\textsuperscript{17} deals more fully with the acoustic aspects of the problem.

\textbf{APPROACH}

\textbf{Flow Field Calculation}

Two unsteady RANS codes (CFL3D and CITY3D) are utilized in this work. In the context of these codes, Reynolds-averaging denotes averaging over a time interval which is very long relative to the maximum period of the turbulent velocity fluctuations, but shorter than the vortex shedding period of the cylinder. A turbulence model must be employed to account for the effect of the Reynolds stress tensor that arises from the Reynolds averaging. In the current work, either a one- or two-equation model is employed which makes use of the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption to compute the Reynolds stress tensor as the product of an eddy viscosity and the mean strain-rate tensor.

The first code, CFL3D,\textsuperscript{18} is a 3-D thin-layer compressible Navier-Stokes code which employs the finite volume formulation in generalized coordinates. It employs upwind-biased spatial differencing for the convective and pressure terms, and central differencing for the viscous terms. It is globally second order accurate in space, and employs Roe’s flux difference splitting.\textsuperscript{19} The code is advanced implicitly in time using 3-factor approximate factorization.\textsuperscript{18} Temporal subiterations with multigrid are employed to reduce the linearization and factorization errors. For the current study, CFL3D was run in a 2-D time-accurate mode which is second-order accurate in time. Viscous derivative terms are turned on in both coordinate directions, but the cross-coupling terms are neglected as part of the thin-layer assumption.

CFL3D has a wide variety of turbulence models available, including zero-equation, one-equation, and two-equation (linear as well as nonlinear). For the current study, the code was run either laminar only (i.e., no Reynolds averaging), or else employed a turbulence model using the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption. The three turbulence models tested were the Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) one-equation model,\textsuperscript{20} the shear stress transport (SST) two-equation \(k-\omega\) model of Menter,\textsuperscript{21} and the two-equation \(k-\epsilon\) model of Abid.\textsuperscript{22} The S-A model is widely used throughout the U.S. aerospace community for the prediction of steady attached and separated flows, and was also used by Rumsey et al.\textsuperscript{18} to compute the unsteady self-excited shock-induced flow oscillations about a biconvex airfoil. The SST model is a blend of the \(k-\omega\) and \(k-\epsilon\) turbulence equations, with an additional correction to the eddy viscosity to account for the transport of the principal turbulent shear stress. It has been demonstrated to yield good results for a wide variety of steady separated turbulent aerodynamic flows,\textsuperscript{23} but its capabilities for unsteady flows remains relatively untested. The Abid \(k-\epsilon\) model, while similar to the more widely-used Jones-Launder version,\textsuperscript{24} remains relatively untested for unsteady flows.

When turbulence models are employed, the CFL3D code integrates the field equations to the wall, so that grids with minimum spacings on the order of \(\Delta y^+ = 1\) must be employed to ensure adequate resolution in the laminar sub-layer. Turbulence, in the form of an eddy-viscosity, is produced as a result of strain in the boundary layer of the circular cylinder. The magnitude of the eddy viscosity produced is also a function of the Reynolds number. Therefore, the field equation models “transition” on their own; depending on the local strain and Reynolds number, the production of eddy viscosity may or may not be large enough to produce enough turbulence to “trip” the boundary layer to become turbulent. In practice, at a low Reynolds number on the order of 100,000, the circular cylinder boundary layer does not “trip” until approximately 90 degrees from the stagnation point, near where the boundary layer separates. At higher Reynolds numbers of 1 million or more, the boundary layer transitions to turbulence very near to the stagnation point. Hence, the boundary layer is fully turbulent when separation occurs.

The second code, CITY3D,\textsuperscript{25} is a finite-volume code for the solution of the incompressible, 3-D Navier-Stokes equations in generalized coordinates. A pressure-correction technique is used to satisfy mass and momentum conservation simultaneously. Temporal and spatial discretizations are first- and third-order accurate, respectively. The turbulence model used in this study is the \(k-\epsilon\) model modified as described in reference 25 to account for the effects of superimposing organized mean-flow periodicity on the random turbulent motions. The modification takes the form of an additional source to the \(\epsilon\) equation which represents the direct energy input into the turbulence spectrum at the Strouhal frequency. CITY3D does not integrate the turbulence equations to the wall, but employs wall functions which presume a turbulent boundary layer profile governed by the law-of-the-wall.
Previous studies\textsuperscript{18,26} have addressed the effect of time step for unsteady flows over circular cylinders and airfoils. These studies indicated that on the order of 500 time steps per cycle is generally sufficient to ensure adequate temporal resolution, although this number is a function of oscillation frequency. In the current study with CFL3D, a nondimensional time step of 0.05 (nondimensionalized by cylinder diameter and freestream speed of sound) is employed, yielding between 300 - 600 steps per shedding cycle, depending on the case. Although not shown, this time step has been shown to yield results that do not change appreciably with further time step refinement (for example, increasing to over 1000 steps per cycle alters the computed Strouhal number by less than one percent for laminar flow at $Re = 1000$).

CITY3D utilized a time step corresponding to 470 steps per shedding cycle. The effect of grid size for the CFL3D code is shown in figures 1 and 2. In the grid study, three grid sizes are employed: $289 \times 145$, $197 \times 97$, and $145 \times 73$. All grids are O-grids, have circumferential clustering in the wake region, and are stretched radially to a far-field extent of 20 diameters. For Reynolds numbers less than or equal to 100,000, the minimum spacing at the cylinder is 0.00005 diameters, while for higher Reynolds numbers the minimum spacing used is 10 times finer. The $145 \times 73$ coarse grid consists of every other point from the $289 \times 145$ fine grid.

The CFL3D code is run with freestream Mach number $M = 0.2$. The code's results are nondimensional, but dimensional times are shown here assuming a cylinder diameter of $D = 0.019$ m and freestream speed of sound of 340 m/s. In figure 1 (a), the lift coefficient variation with time is shown for laminar flow at $Re = 1000$ for the three grid densities. Very little variation is evident between the three grids. Figure 1 (b) shows Reynolds-averaged turbulent flow results at $Re = 5$ million using the SST turbulence model. In this case, there is little difference between the medium and fine grids, but the coarse grid shows greater variation.

Figure 2 shows Strouhal number for both the laminar and turbulent cases as a function of $1/N$, where $N$ is the total number of grid points. For a globally second-order spatially accurate algorithm, the variation should be linear on sufficiently fine grids. In this case, we assume that the medium and fine grids are sufficiently fine, and extrapolate to an infinite grid size to get an idea of the discretization error on each of the finite grids. For both the laminar and turbulent cases, the error in computed Strouhal number on the medium ($197 \times 97$) grid is less than 4 percent from an infinite grid, whereas the fine grid ($289 \times 145$) is less than 2 percent. The $197 \times 97$ grid is used for all the remaining CFL3D computations in this paper. The CITY3D code uses a different grid of size $148 \times 102$. Because it employs a wall function boundary condition, the minimum spacing at the cylinder surface of 0.02 diameters is considerably larger than the grids used by CFL3D.

The effect of grid extent is not addressed here. However, a previous study by Rumsey et al.\textsuperscript{15} indicated a relatively small dependence of computed Strouhal number on the far field grid extent (approximately 2 - 3 percent error from an extrapolated infinite-grid-extent solution) when a 20 diameter grid extent was employed. CITY3D uses a grid extent of 48 diameters.

**Acoustic Calculation**

The unsteady flow-field calculation from CFL3D or CITY3D is used as input into an acoustic prediction code WOPWOP\textsuperscript{27} to predict the near- and far-field noise. WOPWOP is a rotor noise prediction code based upon Farassat's retarded-time formulation 1A,\textsuperscript{15} which is a solution to the Ffowcs Williams –
Hawkins (FW-H) equation\textsuperscript{28} with the quadrupole source neglected. Details of the acoustic prediction methodology are given in reference \textsuperscript{17}.

Unlike the CFD calculations, the integration performed for the acoustic calculation is over a three-dimensional cylinder that is translating in a stationary fluid. For the predictions in this paper, we assume that the surface pressures are constant along the span at any source time. Experiments and computational work (e.g., references \textsuperscript{1, 6, 29, 30}) have shown that vortex shedding is intrinsically three-dimensional and the shedding is correlated only over some length (typically $< 10D$). To account for the likelihood of partially correlated vortex shedding, the noise predictions use a cylinder length of 10 diameters. Truncating the cylinder for noise predictions in no way models the complicated, three-dimensional flow physics, but it does avoid a substantial overprediction that would result from a much longer cylinder length.\textsuperscript{17}

**RESULTS**

**Flow Field Prediction**

CFD calculation of the flow field physics has proven to be the most challenging part of the problem of sound prediction for the circular cylinder. This is especially evident for Reynolds numbers where the boundary layer is transitioning from laminar to turbulent flow in and near the supercritical regime. Flow field computations are made assuming fully laminar flow at Re = 100, 200, 1000, 10,000 and 90,000. Turbulent computations are made at Re = 90,000 and 5 million with the S-A, SST, and $k-\epsilon$ turbulence models. Turbulent results were also obtained at Re = 90,000 using the modified $k-\epsilon$ model in CITY3D. Figure 3 shows vorticity contours at an instant in time for the SST turbulence model. This is compared qualitatively with a shadowgraph photograph\textsuperscript{31} for a similar flow. This comparison is illustrative in showing that the CFD calculation is able to produce the von Karman vortex street with similar shape and dissipation, i.e., two very distinct vortices in the near wake, followed by larger, more diffuse, vortices downstream.

![Flow field visualization. (a) vorticity magnitude contours: SST Re = 90,000; (b) multiple spark shadowgraph. Re = 140,000.](image)

![Figure 3. Flow field visualization. (a) vorticity magnitude contours: SST Re = 90,000; (b) multiple spark shadowgraph.](image)

![Figure 4. Comparison of predicted $C_d$ and $St$ with experiment. (a) $C_d$ vs. Re; (b) $St$ vs. Re.](image)

An approximate composite of experimental data\textsuperscript{1, 5, 32} for mean drag ($C_d$) and shedding frequency ($St$) is shown as a band between two thick lines in figure 4. At the critical Reynolds number a little above Re = 100,000 the drag crisis occurs, where the mean drag coefficient drops significantly ($C_d \approx 1.2$ to $C_d \approx .3$). This is the start of the supercritical Reynolds number regime. Any increase in free stream turbulence or surface roughness sig-
significantly alters the Reynolds number where the drag crisis occurs (see reference 5, p. 664).

At Reynolds numbers slightly beyond 100,000 the Strouhal number either increases dramatically or else regular vortex shedding ceases altogether.\textsuperscript{4,5} This dramatic change in the character of the shedding is indicated by the absence of experimental data in figure 4 (b). Around $Re \approx 4$ million, regular vortex shedding reappears.\textsuperscript{3,5,7}

The CFD results are indicated by the symbols in figure 4. First, note that CFL3D predicts both Strouhal number and drag in agreement with experimental data for $Re = 100$ and 200. This is near the Reynolds number range where the flow is known to be two-dimensional. For $Re = 1000$ and 10,000, both the drag and Strouhal number are overpredicted; this is most likely due to three-dimensional effects.\textsuperscript{8} The laminar $Re = 90,000$ prediction falls within the experimental band. This is possibly fortuitous, since this laminar solution is quite erratic (see figure 5 (a) and (b)).

The erratic behavior of the laminar solution with increasing Reynolds number is consistent with what has been observed by others.\textsuperscript{33,34} It is believed to be a reflection of the increasingly turbulent nature of the flow; but it is probably in part a numerical artifact because the grid and time step are insufficient to resolve the turbulent eddies. The turbulent predictions at $Re = 90,000$ exhibit an early drag crisis consistent with experiment for increased free stream turbulence. The turbulent predictions for $Re = 5$ million fit very nicely within the experimental band. All computations for $Re \geq 1000$ predicted Strouhal numbers higher than experiment, but the computed Strouhal number dependence on Reynolds number is similar to the experimental trend. Notice the CITY3D Strouhal number is quite high for the $Re = 90,000$ case. This is possibly due to the fact that the CITY3D code uses wall functions for the velocity profile and therefore has a fully turbulent boundary layer, more consistent with the $Re = 5$ million cases with CFL3D.

Figures 5 (a)-(f) show portions of the time histories of $Cl$ and $C_d$ for each of the cases, except the low Reynolds number calculations which were simply used to validate the CFL3D code. The time dimensions are obtained by assuming a cylinder diameter $D = 0.019$ m and freestream speed of sound $340$ m/s. The laminar cases in figures 5 (a) and (b) are fairly similar in fluctuating $Cl$ amplitude; however, the $Re = 90,000$ case is quite irregular and only a representative sample is shown. Both the fluctuating and $C_d$ values of the laminar solutions vary considerably with Reynolds number. Figures 5 (c) and (d) illustrate the difficulties experienced by the CFD computations near the critical Reynolds number. There are large differences between all of the turbulence models. S-A predicts a small $Cl$ fluctuation and an almost flat $C_d$ fluctuation. The $k$-$\epsilon$ model exhibits an additional low frequency $Cl$ peak-to-peak fluctuation and the associated $C_d$ is quite irregular. The SST and CITY3D solutions have a high level of regularity, but do not agree with each other. Because each of the CFL3D turbulence models “transitions” very near the separation point, slight variations between the models are likely to cause significant differences in the solutions. Note that these turbulent computations have lower $Cl$ fluctuation amplitudes than laminar computations, in general agreement with the experimental observation that higher levels of turbulence yield lower lift amplitudes.\textsuperscript{35} Once the boundary layer is fully turbulent ($Re = 5$ million cases) the three turbulence models agree very well, as shown in figures 5 (e) and (f).

**Acoustic Prediction**

To test the coupling of the CFD and acoustic codes, we choose to predict the noise generated by flow past the circular cylinder for an observer position at a location $90$ deg from the freestream direction and $128$ cylinder diameters away from the cylinder. This corresponds to a microphone location in the experiment ($Re = 89,000$ and $M = 2$) conducted by Revell et al.\textsuperscript{16} The predicted acoustic spectra for each of the CFD inputs are shown in figure 6 along with the experimental data. It is very important to note that the only relevant information from the computations is at the peaks of the fundamental and 1st harmonic. All of the “skirting” is simply a numerical artifact related to having a non-integer multiple of periods contained within the lift vs. time sample chosen for analysis. One period of surface pressure data (repeated as necessary) was used to predict the noise. (Because the loading time histories were irregular, approximately 62 cycles of input data were used in the noise calculation of the laminar $Re = 90,000$ case, and approximately 7 cycles were used for the $k$-$\epsilon$ $Re = 90,000$ case.)

For these predictions, a cylinder length of 10 diameters ($0.19$ m) was chosen to approximate the effect of only partially correlated vortex shedding. This length was chosen because it represents an upper bound on the correlation length found in many experiments. A more detailed analysis of the acoustic predictions, including the effect of correlation length, is contained in Brentner et al.\textsuperscript{17}

The amplitude of the noise predicted by the SST turbulence model matches well with experiment (figure 6 (b)). This is, however, a strong function of the choice of correlation length. Using the same correlation length, both S-A and $k$-$\epsilon$ underpredict the noise, while CITY3D overpredicts the noise. The chaotic laminar flow solution at $Re = 90,000$ produces a noise level in good agreement with experiment, while the more regular lower Reynolds number results predict noise levels that are too high (figure 6 (a)). It is important to note that the primary driver for the noise is the fluctuating lift, therefore any overprediction of lift amplitude will overpredict the noise and likewise an underprediction of lift will underpredict the noise.\textsuperscript{17} All predicted Strouhal numbers are larger than the Strouhal number in Revell’s experiment;\textsuperscript{16} however, this experimental value is in the lower range of experimental data shown in figure 4. Finally, figure 6 (c) shows noise predictions at $Re = 5$ million. Again, the inputs from various turbulence models yield consistent acoustic results for this Reynolds number at which the cylinder boundary layer is fully turbulent.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The ability to compute the noise generated by the unsteady flow over a circular cylinder hinges primarily on the accuracy of the CFD numerical method in modeling the physics. Because most of today’s CFD codes still lack sophisticated transition-prediction models, this proves to be quite a difficult task for the range of Reynolds numbers where transition plays a key role.
Figure 5. Comparison of predicted $C_l$ and $C_d$ time histories for $M = 0.2$ flow past a 2-D circular cylinder. (a) laminar $C_l$ predictions; (b) laminar $C_d$ predictions; (c) turbulent $Re = 90,000$ $C_l$ predictions; (d) turbulent $Re = 90,000$ $C_d$ predictions; (e) turbulent $Re = 5$ million $C_l$ predictions; (f) turbulent $Re = 5$ million $C_d$ predictions. Note: the vertical scale is not the same for all $C_d$ plots.
Also, two-dimensional numerical modeling misses key features of the inherently three-dimensional flow, particularly partially-coherent shedding, thus requiring a simulated correlation length for noise predictions.

In spite of these shortcomings, the two-dimensional simulations presented here have identified some of the underlying mechanisms which cause the different behaviors of the cylinder flow as it progresses from the subcritical to the supercritical and transcritical regimes. In this paper, the effect of Reynolds number and turbulence modeling on the computed circular cylinder flow field were explored with regard to the far-field noise produced by the unsteady flow.

Computations using laminar flow Navier-Stokes equations produce regular vortex shedding at lower Reynolds numbers, but become increasingly chaotic as the Reynolds number approaches the supercritical range. This reflects the increasingly turbulent character of the flow; however, the grids and time steps employed in this study are far too coarse to resolve the turbulent eddies sufficiently (as in DNS), so the randomness exhibited by the computations is probably more a numerical artifact rather than a representation of any physics. Nonetheless, the noise predicted by the laminar solution at \( Re = 90,000 \) is close to experiment. The noise levels produced by the lower Reynolds number results are higher.

The computations that use turbulence models at \( Re = 90,000 \) produce inconsistent results. This is likely due to the onset of transition near the body since the chosen Reynolds number is very near the supercritical range. It is believed that these difficulties will persist until CFD has the ability to accurately predict transition.

At a Reynolds number of 5 million, results using three different turbulence models give self-consistent results for far-field noise. Also, the mean drag is in good agreement with experimental results, and the increased Strouhal number of about 0.3 reflects an increase similar to that seen in experiments. At this transcritical Reynolds number, the computed flow transitions near the stagnation point on the cylinder, so the boundary layer is fully turbulent by the time it separates. Therefore, it appears that current state-of-the-art CFD may be best suited for predicting unsteady circular cylinder flows (and their resulting far-field noise) that are far outside, either well below or above, the supercritical regime.
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![Figure 6. Comparison of predicted and measured sound pressure level for a microphone located 128D away from the cylinder and at a 90 deg angle to the freestream flow. (a) laminar predictions compared to \( Re = 89,000 \) data;\(^{16}\) (b) turbulent \( Re = 90,000 \) predictions compared to \( Re = 89,000 \) data;\(^{16}\) (c) turbulent \( Re = 5 \) million predictions.](image-url)
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